Olney Elementary is helping students to “dream, prepare, and succeed.”

**Dream**
Providing opportunities for students to explore the world through literature, hands on experiences, and exposure to various career opportunities.
- Fields trips in every grade
- College visits
- Career day
- Exposure to the arts

**Prepare**
Using every resource at our disposal to ensure that students are getting the foundational skills and critical thinking skills they will need to excel as they move forward.
- A strong focus on early literacy
- Partnering tutors with students in all grades
- Continual data assessment and tracking the progress of each individual student

**Succeed**
Pathways are created to allow students to pursue their dreams.
- Teachers and students push to excel state academic expectations
- We set a goal that all Olney students are accepted into city-wide magnet or city-wide select high schools

**Points of Pride**

Ranked #1 out 225 Philadelphia public and charter elementary schools in progressing students over the last 3 years.

 Ranked 6th out of 2,000 Pennsylvania Elementary Schools in literacy progress over the last 3 years.

One of the few schools in the area to be named a Reinforce school on the School District of Philadelphia’s, School Progress Report Card.

Active sports and arts programs.

Over 70% of our 8th graders were accepted into city-wide magnet or city-wide select high schools in the 17-18 School Year

**Ways To Support Olney Elementary**

Donate Items to our school store (games, books, school supplies, and anything a student may way to buy).

Help fund our vital volunteer partnerships; City Year ($80,000) and Experience Corp ($12,500)

Support our PA 529 investment plan incentive for our kindergarten families ($7000)

To give, go to- https://fundamentals.thefundsdp.org/school/7400